Chernoff and Savage (1958) established that, in the context of univariate location models, Gaussian-score rank-based procedures uniformly dominate-in terms of Pitman asymptotic relative efficiencies-their pseudo-Gaussian parametric counterparts. This result, which had quite an impact on the success and subsequent development of rank-based inference, has been extended to many location problems, including problems involving multivariate and/or dependent observations. In this paper, we show that this uniform dominance also holds in problems for which the parameter of interest is the shape of an elliptical distribution. The Pitman non-admissibility of the pseudo-Gaussian maximum likelihood estimator for shape and that of the pseudo-Gaussian likehood ratio test of sphericity follow.
Introduction
Let (X n , A n , P n (Θ Θ Θ, F)) be a sequence of semiparametric models, where the family of probability distributions P n (Θ Θ Θ, F) := {P n ϑ ϑ ϑ,f , ϑ ϑ ϑ ∈ Θ Θ Θ, f ∈ F}-on the measurable space (X n , A n )-is indexed by some finite-dimensional parameter ϑ ϑ ϑ and some unspecified functional nuisance f .
The relative performances of two valid inference procedures are usually measured in terms of Pitman asymptotic relative efficiencies (AREs). By valid, we mean valid or asymptotically valid under any sequence in the family P n (Θ Θ Θ, F): optimal rate consistency (generally, root-n consistency) for point estimation, and asymptotic α-level for tests. This meaning of validity is maintained throughout the paper. Roughly speaking, the Pitman asymptotic relative efficiency ARE ϑ ϑ ϑ,f [T 2 /T 1 ] of a procedure T 2 with respect to a procedure T 1 under P n ϑ ϑ ϑ,f is the limit (when it exists), as n 2 → ∞, of the ratio n 1 /n 2 of observations required for T 1 to achieve at P n 1 ϑ ϑ ϑ,f the same performance as T 2 at P n 2 ϑ ϑ ϑ,f . In the particular case for which T 1 and T 2 are estimators of some univariate function ψ(ϑ ϑ ϑ) of ϑ ϑ ϑ such that √ n(T i − ψ(ϑ ϑ ϑ)) is asymptotically normal, under P n ϑ ϑ ϑ,f , with mean zero and variance v i (ϑ ϑ ϑ, f ), i = 1, 2, the ARE of T 2 with respect to T 1 , under P n ϑ ϑ ϑ,f , is given by ARE ϑ ϑ ϑ,f T 2 T 1 = v 1 (ϑ ϑ ϑ, f ) v 2 (ϑ ϑ ϑ, f ); (1.1)
see, e.g., Lehmann (1999) . For a precise definition of the concept of Pitman ARE in the case of testing procedures, see, e.g., Lehmann (1986) , Pratt and Gibbons (1981) , or Nikitin (1995) .
non-admissibility of the corresponding everyday practice pseudo-Gaussian tests (one-sample and two-sample Hotelling tests, multivariate F -tests, multivariate Portmanteau and Durbin-Watson tests, etc.) follows.
In the review of Chernoff-Savage results above, we have focused on hypothesis testing. However rank-based methods also allow for dealing with point estimation and it can be shown that the AREs of the resulting R-estimators, with respect to their pseudo-Gaussian competitors, do coincide with the AREs obtained in the corresponding testing problems. Consequently, the generalized Chernoff-Savage results above also cover the estimation problem in each case, which, e.g., establishes the Pitman non-admissibility of multivariate least-squares and Yule-Walker estimators in the multivariate general linear model and in vector autoregressive models, respectively.
So far, however, Chernoff-Savage results were only established for location parameters (autoregressive parameters, even though they are associated with serial models, should be considered as location parameters, in the same fashion as standard regression parameters). This paper shows that the uniform Pitman dominance of Gaussian-score rank-based procedures over their pseudo-Gaussian competitors extends to the case where the parameter of interest is the shape of an elliptical population. We thereby establish the Pitman non-admissibility, for any space dimension k ≥ 2, of the pseudo-Gaussian maximum likelihood estimator for the shape of a k-variate elliptical distribution, as well as that of the pseudo-Gaussian likelihood ratio tests for a specified shape (which includes the classical likelihood ratio test of sphericity as a special case). The proofs of these shape Pitman non-admissibility results however are by no means trivial, since, unlike Chernoff-Savage results for location parameters, Chernoff-Savage results for shape do not follow from standard variational arguments. We therefore propose a proof partially inspired by the "direct" method introduced by Gastwirth and Wolff (1968) .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the problem of estimating the shape of an elliptical distribution and that of testing for a specified shape. We recall the pseudo-Gaussian estimators and tests; we define the corresponding Gaussian-score rank-based procedures, and provide their Pitman AREs with respect to the pseudo-Gaussian ones. We state our Chernoff-Savage result for shape and its consequences in terms of Pitman admissibility. The proofs are given in Section 3, where we also explain why standard variational methods are inappropriate for the problem under consideration. Finally, Section 4 states some final comments.
Shape problems

Elliptical densities and shape
Let (X 1 , . . . , X n ) be a sample of independent and identically distributed k-variate observations with common elliptical density
where the center of symmetry θ θ θ is a k-vector, the shape parameter V is a symmetric positive definite real k × k matrix with (V) 11 = 1, the radial density f :
and c k,f is a normalization factor. We denote the corresponding hypothesis by P n θ θ θ,V,f . Under P n θ θ θ,V,f , the distances d i (θ θ θ, V) := V −1/2 (X i − θ θ θ) (throughout, V 1/2 denotes the symmetric root of V) are i.i.d., with density and distribution function
respectively, and the multivariate signs
. and uniformly distributed over the unit sphere. In the sequel, we write d i (V) and
and U i (θ θ θ, V), respectively, whereθ θ θ stands for an asymptotically discrete root-n consistent estimator for θ θ θ. Finally, we denote by
Special cases are the k-variate multinormal distributions, with radial densities f (r) = φ a (r) := exp(−(ar) 2 /2), the k-variate Student distributions, with radial densities (for ν degrees of freedom) f (r) = f t ν,a (r) := (1 + (ar) 2 /ν) −(k+ν)/2 , and the k-variate power-exponential distributions, with radial densities of the form f (r) = f e η,a (r) := exp(−(ar) 2η ), η > 0. Note that, under the k-variate Gaussian distribution P n θ θ θ,V,φ (where φ := φ 1 ), the distances d i (θ θ θ, V) have common density and distribution function
respectively, where Γ stands for the Euler gamma function and Ψ k denotes the distribution function of the χ 2 k distribution. The parameter of interest in the sequel is throughout the shape parameter V, which determines the shape and orientation of the equidensity contours of (2.3). In Sections 2.2 and 2.3 below, we recall the pseudo-Gaussian procedures and define the Gaussian-score rank-based ones, in the problem of estimating the shape and that of testing the adequacy of a fixed shape, respectively.
Estimation of shape
Consider the problem of estimating the shape V under unspecified values of θ θ θ and f . The pseudo-Gaussian maximum likelihood estimator V N is obtained by solving
which yields V N := S/(S) 11 , whereX := 1 n n i=1 X i and S := (n − 1) −1 n i=1 (X i −X)(X i −X) denote the sample mean and the regular covariance matrix estimate, respectively. This estimator of shape is root-n consistent and asymptotically normal under any elliptical distribution with finite fourth-order moments. More precisely, under P n θ θ θ,V,f , where f is such that the density (2.3) has finite fourth-order moments (which is the case if and only if
is asymptotically multinormal with mean zero and covariance matrix
where
is some k 2 × k 2 matrix depending on k and V only; see for an explicit formula of Q k (V). Although it can be shown to be asymptotically optimal in the multinormal case, V N is Pitman non-admissible, since it is, as we will show, uniformly dominated by the van der Waerden-that is, Gaussian-score-R-estimator for shape V vdW we now proceed to define.
Roughly speaking, the estimator of shape V vdW can be considered as the solution of the Gaussian-score rank-based analog of the ML equations (2.4), that is, as the solution of
However, the properties of the resulting M-estimator are extremely hard to derive. Therefore, we rather propose to define V vdW as the corresponding one-step estimator, where the celebrated Tyler (1987) estimator of shape is used as an initial estimator; recall that the latter-V 0 , say-is defined as the (unique for n > k(k − 1)) shape matrix V satisfying
the estimator V 0 is usually considered as a sign estimator, since, unlike in (2.4) and (2.6), only directional information is used in Tyler's M-equation (2.7). As shown in , the resulting one-step estimator is
and where, denoting by ϕ f = −f /f the optimal location score function, α * is an arbitrary consistent estimator, under P n θ θ θ,V,f , for the quantity
see for details. The rank-based estimator V vdW in (2.8) is valid under broader conditions than V N , since it can be shown to be root-n consistent and asymptotically normal under extremely mild regularity assumptions on the radial density f (which do not involve any moment condition). More precisely, under P n θ θ θ,V,f , where
(the finiteness of this integral is equivalent to that of Fisher information for shape), √ n vec( V vdW − V) is asymptotically multinormal with mean zero and covariance matrix
(2.10)
For f = φ a , the asymptotic covariance matrices in (2.5) and (2.10) both reduce to Q k (V), so that V vdW shares with V N the property to be asymptotically optimal in the multinormal case. Now, although the definition of Pitman ARE is somewhat more intricate in the multivariate case, it is clear, in this particular case where the asymptotic covariance matrices in (2.5) and (2.10) are proportional, that the Pitman ARE may still be defined as in (1.1), that is, as the corresponding ratio of proportionality factors. Thus the ARE of V vdW with respect to V N under P n θ θ θ,V,f is given by
note that these AREs depend on the radial density f only through its density type {f a , a > 0}, where f a (r) := f (ar) for all r > 0.
Some numerical values of these AREs are provided in Table 1 . All values in Table 1 are larger than or equal to one and are equal to one in the multinormal case only (where both estimators are known to compete equally well). As shown by Theorem 1 below, which is the main result of this paper, this uniform dominance holds under-essentially (since the mild regularity conditions (2.9) are needed)-all elliptical distribution for which the pseudo-Gaussian ML estimator for shape is root-n consistent; the latter is therefore Pitman non-admissible. Table 1 : AREs of the Gaussian-score R-estimator V vdW with respect to the pseudo-Gaussian ML estimator V N , under k-dimensional Student (with 5, 8, and 12 degrees of freedom), normal, and power-exponential densities (with parameter η = 2, 3, 5), for k = 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, and k → ∞.
Theorem 1
For all integer k ≥ 2 and all radial density f satisfying (2.9) and E k (f ) < ∞, we have ARE k,f ≥ 1, where equality holds iff f is Gaussian (that is, iff f = φ a for some a > 0). Consequently, for all integer k ≥ 2, the pseudo-Gaussian maximum likelihood estimator for shape V N is Pitman non-admissible. underlying density k t 5 t 8 t 12 N e 2 e 3 e 5 2 2.
Testing for specified shape
The other problem we consider is that of testing that the shape V is equal to some given value V 0 (admissible for a shape parameter). The special case V 0 = I k , where I k stands for the k-dimensional identity matrix, yields the problem of testing for sphericity. propose a class of rank-based tests for this problem. The van der Waerden version of their tests, φ vdW say, rejects the null (at asymptotic level α) whenever
where χ 2 (k−1)(k+2)/2;1−α denotes the α upper-quantile of a chi-square variable with (k−1)(k+2)/2 degrees of freedom. In this case, the pseudo-Gaussian procedure is Muirhead and Waternaux (1980)'s version of Mauchly (1940)'s Gaussian likelihood ratio test-which, for V 0 = I k , is probably the most widely used test of sphericity. This test, φ N say, which requires finite fourth-order moments, rejects the null (still at asymptotic level α) whenever
is a consistent estimator of the population kurtosis parameter
The AREs of φ vdW with respect to φ N coincide with those of V vdW with respect to V N ; see . Consequently, the values provided in Table 1 do also apply in this case, and most importantly, so does Theorem 1, which proves the following corollary.
Corollary 1 For all integrer k ≥ 2, the pseudo-Gaussian likelihood ratio test for specified shape φ N is uniformly dominated in the Pitman sense by φ vdW and therefore is Pitman nonadmissible.
Incidently, the sign test, φ 0 say, for this problem, is due to Ghosh and Sengupta (2001) and rejects the null (at asymptotic level α) whenever
As we will see in Section 4, there is some interesting connection between φ 0 and φ vdW for large dimensions k.
Proof of Theorem 1
In this section, we first provide a convenient reparametrization of the variational problem under consideration. We then briefly explain why standard variational techniques are inappropriate for the problem under study, and eventually give a proof of Theorem 1 that is essentially based on Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Jensen's inequality, and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality (the latter-which, incidently, is a particular case of Jensen's inequality for some appropriate convex function and discrete measure-plays, in the proof of Theorem 1, the same role as the arithmetic-harmonic mean inequality in the proof of Chernoff-Savage results for multivariate location; see Paindaveine 2004).
A convenient reparametrization
Rewrite the functional f → J k (φ, f ) as 
In this new parametrization, the ARE functional takes the form
where we let D
The ARE functional (3.13) is to be minimized over the collection R k of monotone increasing functions R : R k (R) < ∞ (the latter condition is the analog on R of the fourth-order moment condition
Note that a density type {f a , a > 0} corresponds to a class of functions {R a , a > 0}, where R a (z) := aR(z) for all z > 0. Also, the radial density φ is associated with the function R(z) = z, z > 0; consequently, Gaussian distributions correspond to the class of functions R a (z) = az, a, z > 0.
Inappropriateness of standard variational arguments
Since the AREs in (3.13) depend on R through its "R-type" {R a , a > 0} only, the variational problem under consideration consists in minimizing the functional R → D 0,4
14)
over the class
This new parametrization makes the problem more linear since the functional H k is now defined over the convex subset S k included in a vectorial space. Theorem 1 states that H k (S) ≥ k 3 (k + 2) 3 for all S ∈ S k and that the equality only holds at z → S 0 (z) := z 2 , for all z > 0.
Unfortunately, the classical Euler-Lagrange first-order theory does not allow for dealing with the isoperimetric variational problem (3.14), as the functional H k is a product of integrals (and not a single integral). However, ad hoc investigation of the first order variation can be achieved, and standard calculations show that the latter satisfies
for all S ∈ S k , so that the function S 0 -corresponding to the standard Gaussian distribution-is a critical point of the shape ARE functional. Nevertheless, unlike the ARE functional associated with location problems (see Chernoff-Savage 1958, Hallin and Paindaveine 2002a, b) , this is not sufficient to conclude that S 0 is a global (not even a local) minimum, since the functional S → H k (S) is not convex.
To investigate further the local behavior of H k at S 0 , one can of course study the second variation
, which, after tedious calculations, reduces, for S ∈ S k , to
Although it can be easily checked that H k (0) > 0 for all S ∈ S k of the form z → c a z a , a ∈ (0, ∞)/{2} (c a is a normalization constant), to establish the corresponding result for an arbitrary element of S k /{S 0 } seems to be extremely difficult. Even worse: even if it can be shown that H k (0) > 0 for all S ∈ S k /{S 0 }, this would only prove that S 0 is a (strict) local minimum. According to Ewing (1977, Theorem 1.4) , if H k (0) = 0 and H k (0) > 0 for all S ∈ S k /{S 0 }, a necessary and sufficient condition for S 0 to be a global minimum is given by the so-called semilocal convexity of the functional S → H k (S) at S 0 (where the latter means that, for all S ∈ S k /{S 0 }, there exists a positive number ε(S) such that
for all w ∈ (0, ε(S))). Just as the positiveness of the second variation, this weak convexity property seems hard to establish directly. Along with the fact that H k , as a product of integrals, is incompatible with standard isoperimetric Euler-Lagrange methodology, this shows that the classical methods of the calculus of variations are inappropriate for the problem under study.
The next section therefore provides a proof which does not rely on variational methods, but is partly inspired by the "direct" method introduced by Gastwirth and Wolff (1968)-who gave a simple proof for the original non-admissibility result of Chernoff-Savage (1958) . See also Paindaveine (2004) for a proof a la Gastwirth and Wolff (1968) of multivariate Chernoff-Savage results for location parameters.
A direct proof of Theorem 1
To prove Theorem 1, we come back to the R-parametrization in (3.13).
Proof of Theorem 1. Using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, we obtain
Now, applying Jensen's inequality for the convex function x → 1/x and with respect to the measure (R(z)) 2φ
Integrating by parts and using that
Substituting successively in (3.16) and (3.15), we obtain
, which yields (see (3.13))
Note that this already establishes the result for k = 2. Now, since (D
by CauchySchwarz inequality, we obtain
, (3.17) where
is the kurtosis parameter of the distribution associated with R; note that Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields κ k > −2/(k + 2). Consequently, since the function x → g k (x) := (1 + x) (k+2)/4 − (1 + ( k+2 4 ) x) has a (unique, for k > 2) global minimum at x = 0, with corresponding value g k (0) = 0, we eventually obtain that ARE k,R ≥ 1 for all R ∈ R k . Table 2 : AREs of the Gaussian-score R-estimators for shape (sph), location (loc), and autoregressive (ser) parameters, with respect to their pseudo-Gaussian competitors, under k-dimensional Student (with 5, 8, and 12 degrees of freedom), normal, and power-exponential densities (with parameter η = 2, 3, 5), for k = 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, and k → ∞.
details) that, for these problems, the Gaussian-score rank-based tests do not uniformly dominate, in the Pitman sense, the corresponding pseudo-Gaussian ones. For instance, when testing the equality of the scales of two univariate populations, the ARE of the Gaussian-score rank test with respect to the pseudo-Gaussian test, under the symmetric univariate density f associated with the function R in (4.19), is 0.947. Location and scale thus play distinct roles with respect to the Chernoff-Savage phenomenon. This leads to conjecture that the latter is some kind of miracle that is specific to location parameters, such as location centers, regression or autoregression parameters, moving-average coefficients, and, in some sense... Shape, which, roughly speaking, in the orthogonal decomposition (see for details) of a covariance matrix Σ Σ Σ into scale σ and shape V, can be considered as the "location component" of Σ Σ Σ.
